Rowan Mechanical Engineering
Teaching Fellow Application
Due Date: April 15th

1. Name:

2. Undergraduate University, Major, and Graduation Date:

3. Have you applied for admission into the Mechanical Engineering Graduate Program?

4. If the answer to question 3 is “Yes”, have you gotten admission into the Mechanical Engineering Graduate Program?

5. Has a Rowan professor agreed to advise your graduate research? If “Yes”, list professor’s name:

6. Please prepare a 5 minute teaching sample video. In this video, you should attempt to teach a technical topic of your choice (i.e. how an engineering device works, explain a physical phenomenon, teach a concept from your undergraduate studies, etc.). The video should highlight your abilities to explain/teach something. You can teach in front of a board, show a lab demonstration, present a case study, or any combination of these and other things needed to fully discuss your topic. Be creative.

Please submit this application page as well as your sample video electronically to bhatia@rowan.edu by April 15th.